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PRICE GUIDE
B - Under ฿500
BB - ฿500 - ฿1,000
BBB - ฿1,000 - ฿1,500
BBBB - ฿1,500 +
Approximate price per person, include appetizer, main course &
dessert
DISCLAIMER:
At the time of research, the restaurants were fully operational,
EXO Travel cannot be held responsible for any changes in
opening times, phone numbers or adjustments to the prices or
content in the restaurant guide
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NAHM

WHY GO?
Nahm Thai Restaurant has been awarded Asia’s Best Restaurant in 2014. It is also led by Executive Australian-born Chef and Thai
Connoisseur David Thompson who believes that the traditional Thai meal is an exercise of balancing the flavours of hot and sour, sweet
and salty. The restaurant is occupied on the ground floor of Metropolitan by COMO which overlooks the outdoor pool.

SIROCCO

WHY GO?
Sirocco effortlessly mixes high-quality food with a simple décor of wooden chairs and tables surrounded by a small garden. The witty
and attentive staff adds onto the experience as well as a stunning view of the Chao Phraya River and panoramic vistas of Bangkok.
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SCARLETT

WHY GO?
Scarlett has impressive views of Silom Road and offers a menu packed with inspiring French dishes that delight diners. It is popular with
those looking for a fine dining restaurant with a relaxing vibe. Scarlett also has a fine selection of wines that would go along with the
meal.

SRA BUA BY KIIN KIIN

WHY GO?
This hotel's signature restaurant is conceptualised by renowned Chef Henrik Yde Anderson, whose Kiin Kiin restaurant in Copenhagen,
Denmark has been awarded one Michelin star since 2008 and is the only Thai restaurant in the world with this prestigious honour.
Diners are offered a set menu of modern Thai dishes with a unique, contemporary twist. Expert wine pairings complete the
one-of-a-kind dining experience. An a la carte menu and business set lunch are also available daily.
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GAGGAN

WHY GO?
Gaggan Anand’s Cuisine started in India but has many influences from other cultures and therefore creates curries like no other. The
food is intriguing and inventive that David Beckham came to dine here. Not only has that but the restaurant been awarded ‘The Best
Restaurant in Asia’ for 2 years in a row!

BLUE ELEPHANT

WHY GO?
It is globally known Thai restaurant brand and is set in a stunning colonial-style mansion with authentic Asian artifacts. Chef and owner
Nooror Somany Steppe and her tem serve up Royal Thai Cuisine with authentic flavours through a time-travelling menu from the past,
present and future and discover why Blue Elephant is a long-standing staple of Bangkok’s culinary scene.
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SAVELBERG

WHY GO?
Chef Hank Savelberg and his restaurant manager Dante de Boer have transported their Michelin-star restaurant from The Hague in
Holland to Bangkok Thailand and serving up pan-European flavours with French cooking techniques.

OSHA

WHY GO?
The definition of ‘OTT’ with its glitzy decorations and wallpaper of scenes from Thai Mythology which creates a classic atmosphere for
the diners. The dishes at Osha are colourful and very imaginative and infusing with the natural environment of ingredients.
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SALA RIM NAAM

WHY GO?
Sala Rim Naam (Room at the Waters Edge) combines classic ‘Royal Thai’ cuisine with a theater experience, offering diners a glimpse of
local culture as they tuck into their multi-course meal.

THE HOUSE ON SATHORN

WHY GO?
The 127-year-old colonial mansion on Sathorn Road in the heart of Bangkok offers nostalgic, theatrical flair to the city’s old-and-new
juxtaposing scene as it is transformed into a hot venue fuelled with artisanal Asian-inspired cuisine, cocktails, and exceptional art and
performance converge. Inside the colourful landmark building is a signature restaurant The Dining Room; The Bar for after-work drinks
and more; The Courtyard, a bistro for al fresco dining including afternoon tea; and Upstairs, an exclusive club lounge as well as four
hospitality suites and private function spaces for exclusive dinners, private event and meetings. The House on Sathorn affords eclectic
dining and socializing opportunities in one of the city’s most beguiling settings.
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J’AIME

WHY GO?
Set in the brand-new city hotel U Sathorn, J’aime by Jean-Michel Lorain has beaten Atelier Robuchon to becoming the first restaurant in
Bangkok home to a three-Michelin-star chef.

SUHRING

WHY GO?
The restaurant of twin German chefs Thomas and Mathias Suhring follows their departure from Mezzaluna at LeBua and has been a hot
topic among Bangkok’s foodie community. The beautiful house in the city, doesn’t mess with the building’s original floorplan, meaning
that the space really maintains that dinner-at-someone’s-home vibe.
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LE ATELIER DE JOEL ROBUCHON

WHY GO?
The decoration has borrowing the same concepts from all L’Atelier branches, and designed by interior designer Pierre-Yves Rochon
(who did London's Savoy and Paris’s Four Seasons George V), L'Atelier has diners seated around a large open kitchen, a format more
reminiscent of a sushi bar than classic dining a la Francaise. the kitchen combines French techniques and the best ingredients they can
get, which means produce from Thailand's Royal Projects along with some European imports related to the seasons.

MEZZALUNA

WHY GO?
The classic French cuisine with simply chef Ryuki Kawasaki, now approaching his third year at the restaurant, and his young team create
the most exquisite menus in Bangkok. The service is impeccable too. This is fine dining at its best.
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LE NORMANDIE

WHY GO?
The Mandarin Oriental’s showcase restaurant needs little introduction. For years it has set the standard for service and cuisine and the
breath-taking river views aren’t equally exceptional.
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